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ABSTRACT: Research has revealed the positive effects of flipped classroom approaches on students’ learning
engagement and performance compared with conventional lecture-based classrooms. However, because of a lack
of out-of-class learning support, many students fail to comprehensively prepare the provided lecture materials
before class. One promising solution to this problem is recommendation systems in the educational area, which
have been instrumental in helping learners identify useful and relevant lecture materials that satisfy their learning
needs. Thus, in this study, we propose a summarized lecture material recommendation system, which is
integrated into an e-book reading system as an enhancement of the flipped classroom approach. This system
helps students identify pages that contain essential knowledge that must be thoroughly studied before class. The
proposed system was constructed on the basis of our previous work. In this study, a quasi-experiment was
conducted in a graduate course that implemented the flipped classroom model: experimental group students
learned with the proposed system, whereas the control group students had no access to the additional features.
The findings of this study suggest that students who learn with the proposed recommendation system
significantly outperform those who learn without the system in a flipped classroom in terms of their learning
outcomes and engagement in preclass preparation.
Keywords: Recommendation systems, Flipped classrooms, Preclass preparation, Learning analytics, Learning
outcomes

1. Introduction
Researchers have revealed the positive effects of flipped classrooms on students’ motivation and performance
compared with conventional lecture-based classrooms (Lai & Hwang, 2016). As defined by Bishop and Verleger
(2013), the flipped classroom is a technology-supported pedagogical approach that combines asynchronous
computer-assisted instruction outside the classroom and interactive in-class learning activities. Flipped
classrooms are considered an effective model for engaging students in active learning and involving meaningful
teaching and learning strategies during the in-class and out-of-class learning process (Forsey, Low, & Glance,
2013).
However, few studies have investigated how to improve students’ out-of-class learning instruction in the flipped
classroom model (Jensen et al., 2018). For flipped classroom approaches to be successful, educators must have
confidence that their students learned the necessary information and skills from the lecture materials before
class. Without appropriate guidance or support, most students tend to present a low level of learning and
responsibility during the learning process in a flipped classroom (McLaughlin et al., 2013; Sun, Wu, & Lee,
2017). This lack of clarity regarding optimal class preparation instructions and methods may explain why
educators are hesitant to adopt flipped teaching (Jensen et al., 2018). In addition, students’ learning achievements
in the course have also been reported to strongly correlate with their learning engagement (Yang et al., 2020;
Kahu, 2013) and frequently used to examine the effects of their learning approaches on students’ learning in
flipped classrooms (e.g., Jovanović et al., 2017; Lai & Hwang, 2016). These reports emphasize the importance of
considering students’ behavioral engagements as measurements when evaluating the effects of educational
systems on students’ learning in flipped classrooms.
Shimada et al. (2017) revealed that learners are not always willing to prepare for classes, particularly when the
volume of the lecture material is too large for them to adequately prepare before class. In their work, it is
reported that students have a marked preference for studying summarized lecture material instead of the original
ISSN 1436-4522 (online) and 1176-3647 (print). This article of the journal of Educational Technology & Society is available under Creative Commons CC-BY-NC-ND
3.0 license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/). For further queries, please contact Journal Editors at ets.editors@gmail.com.
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material or additional content from external learning environments when aiming for thorough preparation before
class. Accordingly, they recommended that students be provided with summarized lecture material instead of
requiring them to study the full content; such a measure can increase students’ preclass browsing time and
overall learning performance.
Learning has shifted from the conventional classroom to the e-learning environment, which uses electronic
media, principally through the Internet (George & Lal, 2019). With increasing research attention on
recommendation approaches in e-book-based learning resource as well as the rapidly growing amount of online
lecture materials, recommendation systems (RSs) in technology-enhanced learning (TEL) have become valuable
in supporting learners in identifying useful and relevant lecture materials that satisfy their learning needs (Tarus,
Niu, & Mustafa, 2018). The aim of developing an educational RS is to reduce information overload by retrieving
the most relevant information and services from a large amount of data (Lu et al., 2015). Thus, current intelligent
agents and RSs have been widely studied and accepted as solutions for overcoming information retrieval
challenges by learners because of information overload (Montaner, López, & De La Rosa, 2003). These systems
could therefore address some of the concerns in flipped classroom models, such as students not preparing before
class (Louhab et al., 2020).
However, most existing and proposed educational RSs focus on recommending lecture materials from an
external learning environment (Bauman & Tuzhilin, 2018; Ghauth & Abdullah, 2010). Thus, comprehensively
satisfying students’ learning needs, particularly for students’ preclass preparation in flipped classrooms, remains
challenging. Therefore, investigations regarding recommendations within the lecture material itself is quite rare,
and further clarification is needed.
To address the aforementioned concerns regarding flipped classrooms and improve students’ preclass
preparation, in this study, based on our previous work (Yang et al., 2019), we propose the summarized lecture
material recommendation system that utilizes several text processing and image processing techniques to
generate recommendations within the lecture material itself. The proposed system is considered an enhancement
of the flipped classroom model as it aims to retrieve the most important information from an expected large
amount of contents from the online learning materials and thereby providing suitable guidance to support
students’ preclass preparation in flipped classrooms.
In contrast to previous works on flipped classroom approaches and educational RSs, internal content (e-book
pages) is the target in this proposed system. Instead of the entire digital lecture material, summarized lecture
material is generated by collecting the recommended pages from the original lecture material. Moreover, a
supervised machine learning approach is applied that extracts more features from e-book text and image content
compared with the approach presented in Shimada et al. (2017). To elucidate the effects of the proposed system
on students’ learning outcomes and engagement in preclass preparation, we investigated the following research
questions:
RQ1: Do students who learn with the proposed system achieve better learning outcomes in comparison with
students who learn without the system in a flipped classroom?
RQ2: Do students who learn with the proposed system exhibit greater engagement in preclass preparation in
comparison with students who learn without the system in a flipped classroom?

2. Literature review
2.1. Flipped classrooms
Researchers have continually investigated how to maximize students’ academic performance in higher
education. The flipped classroom is gaining popularity as a means to support student learning in such contexts
(Boevé et al., 2017). The organization of flipped classroom lectures requires students to prepare for the in-class
meetings, often facilitated through additional online video lectures, and demands involvement during lectures by
means of problem-solving and peer instruction (Abeysekera & Dawson, 2015).
The flipped classroom uses a student-centered approach, focusing on student learning and placing the
responsibility for learning more on students than on teachers while encouraging them to experiment (Sams,
2011). However, researchers have argued that without appropriate guidance or support, most students tend to
exhibit a low level of learning and responsibility during the learning process in a flipped classroom (McLaughlin
et al., 2013; Sun, Wu, & Lee, 2017). Thus, to adequately support students’ preclass preparation in flipped
2
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classroom models, Diwanji, Hinkelmann, and Witschel (2018) proposed an application based on artificial
intelligence (AI) and data analysis techniques to intrinsically motivate the students’ preclass preparation in a
flipped classroom. Louhab et al. (2020) proposed the smart adaptive management for flipped learning plugin that
can be combined with a Learning Management System to provide students with adapted lecture materials
according to their knowledge level and skills when learning in a flipped classroom. Their findings indicated that
the students who used the plugin obtained more favorable final examination results than students who did not.
This also exhibits the positive effects on students’ knowledge levels when integrating the advanced educational
technologies into flipped classroom settings.
The aforementioned studies have demonstrated the considerable advantages of implementing flipped classrooms
as a new teaching strategy. However, few studies have focused on applying educational RSs that can provide
suitable guidance to support students’ preclass preparation in flipped classrooms. Hence, investigating the effects
of educational RSs on students’ learning outcomes and their engagement in preclass preparation in a flipped
classroom (i.e., reading time) is paramount.
2.2. Educational recommendation systems
Using a different educational setting and novel methods, Bousbahi and Chorfi (2015) proposed an architecture
for personalizing a massive open online course by using a case-based reasoning RS. Benhamdi, Babouri, and
Chiky (2017) developed a new multi-personalized recommender system that considers a student’s level of study,
preference, and memory capacity when providing recommendations. Klašnja-Milićević et al. (2011) proposed an
online tutoring system, Protus, in which learners are clustered on the basis of their learning styles. Furthermore,
the learners’ sequential patterns were mined. Finally, recommendations were generated by applying the
collaborative filtering approach.
AI planning and case-based planning can also be applied to achieve a more personalized e-learning solution for
students (Garrido, Morales, & Serina, 2016). Obeid et al. (2018) generated personalized recommendations by
creating ontologies for students, employees, and higher educational institutions. Machine learning algorithms
were then applied for clustering similar graduate students. Hussain et al. (2019) developed a system using
machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine, logistic regression, naive Bayes classifier, and
artificial neural networks. The objective was to predict students’ difficulty when undertaking courses online and
provide feedback to teachers on those who are using the system.
Using the features of educational RSs, the aforementioned systems were helpful in supporting students’ preclass
preparation because they could retrieve essential information from the overwhelming amount of online resources
in different educational settings. However, most existing educational RSs were not designed to provide suitable
guidance to support students’ preclass preparation in flipped classrooms. To achieve such a goal, the proposed
system takes into the advantages of AI techniques to generate recommendations within the online lecture
material itself. Specifically, the proposed system predicts e-book pages that contain essential knowledge from
online lecture materials as the learning guidance for students to perform a thorough preclass preparation in
flipped classrooms.

3. A summarized lecture material recommendation system
3.1. System overview
The proposed system aims to rank e-book pages according to their corresponding importance using a machine
learning approach. The proposed system selects the e-book pages that are top-ranked for containing essential
information that must be learned in advance to form the summarized lecture material. Figure 1 illustrates the
procedures of the proposed system. First, we collected different types of data from the lecture material uploaded
to an e-book system as the system’s input data. Second, we extracted text features and image features from the
collected input data. Third, we preprocessed the extracted features. Fourth, we trained a machine learning model
to retrieve class probabilities from the training process and rank the input e-book pages accordingly. Last, after
selecting several top-ranked e-book pages in a preference range from the ranking, the summarized lecture
material recommendation is generated as the output.
Because of the characteristics of machine learning-based systems, the proposed system becomes more predictive
as it receives new materials from the same instructor and the same course. Notably, the proposed system only
3
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uses new lecture materials from the same instructor and course for model training. This is inspired by the notion
that learning and educational technologies should be adopted and applied in course-specific contexts rather than
relying on a generalized model that applies one trained prediction model in all the educational contexts (Gašević
et al., 2016).

Figure 1. Procedures of the proposed system
3.2. Data collection, feature extraction, and data preprocessing
In this study, we used the BookRoll system (Ogata et al., 2015), which is an e-book reading system that allows
users to browse the uploaded content anytime and anywhere. Figure 2 illustrates an example of BookRoll’s user
interface. Several functions such as page-turning, highlighting, bookmark making, note-taking, page jumping,
and internal content searching are available. Students’ reading behaviors while using BookRoll are stored in its
database. During the data collection process, by using BookRoll, text content, and image content from the
original digital lecture material were collected for further feature extraction and data preprocessing. Note that the
types of BookRoll learning behavioral logs were described by the developers in their 2015 study (Ogata et al.,
2015); therefore, they are not detailed in the present study.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the BookRoll system’s user interface
The characteristics of the essential document or e-book pages and the associated content features during the
feature extraction process have been mentioned and applied in several studies (Neto, Freitas, & Kaestner, 2002;
Shimada et al., 2017). Therefore, we extracted two categories of features from the collected data on the basis of
the characteristics of essential pages, as described in Table 1, to train our summarized lecture material generator.
In the present study, an essential document page or e-book page should have the following characteristics:
•
•
•

Sufficient content to be worth browsing
Unique visual content
Keywords that appear frequently on the page
4
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•
•
•

Keywords that rarely appear throughout the whole lecture material
Similarity to the title of the lecture material
Similarity to other pages under the same lecture title

We applied text processing techniques including N-gram tokenizer, cosine similarity, and lemmatization to
extract text features from the collected e-book pages. We used cosine similarity measurement to calculate text
similarity between paired e-book pages and similarity to the title and keywords of the lecture, which represents
the values for Page–Page cohesion, similarity to the title, and similarity to keywords, respectively. We counted
the total number of characters and punctuations on a page from the generated corpus to represent the values of
TotalChar and Punctuation. We applied the vector space modeling technique term frequency–inverse document
frequency (TFIDF) weighting to calculate the weight of each term on the page and calculated the average TFIDF
value for each page, representing the value of AvgTFIDF.
For image feature extraction, we applied image processing algorithms including the background subtraction
method and the interframe difference method, which have both been used for the extraction of visual information
from the lecture materials, to extract values representing Background subtraction and Background subtraction +
Inter-frame difference. The details of the extracted image features were described in a previous article (Shimada
et al., 2017).
Next, to obtain an improved distribution of the dataset that contains all the feature values of each e-book page,
we preprocessed each extracted feature by using the z-score normalization method to redefine and transform the
range of feature values into a smaller and specific range.
Table 1. Description of the extracted features
Feature
Description of the feature
TotalChar
Total characters on the page
AvgTFIDF
Average TFIDF after preprocessing by the bigram tokenizer
Similarity to title
Cosine similarity to the title of the content
Similarity to keywords
Cosine similarity to the keywords of the content
Page–Page cohesion
Sum of cosine similarities to the remaining pages
Punctuation
Total instances of punctuations on the page
Background subtraction
Total amount of foreground pixels on the page
Background subtraction + Inter-frame
Absolute foreground pixel differences in comparison with the
difference
previous page and the next page (higher value is selected)
3.3. Model generation and recommendation of summarized lecture material
In this study, our problem had a binary classification; however, we considered class probabilities as an output
instead of class labels. This provides the flexibility to rank e-book pages on the basis of their possibilities to be
positively classified. Thus, the instructor can determine which volume of the summarized lecture material
becomes the recommendation for preclass preparation. In the proposed system, we requested that instructors
label “recommended pages” in lecture material to represent the gold standard. These labeled pages are
recommended reading before class because they contain essential information. After receiving the labeled lecture
material, we trained a supervised machine learning model to generate the class probabilities of each page. Next,
these e-book pages were ranked by class probabilities, and the top-ranked pages were then selected to generate
the summarized lecture material recommendation.
3.4. Preliminary evaluation for selecting the best-performing model and constructing the proposed system
To evaluate the predictive performance of the machine learning models, we conducted a preliminary evaluation
using the extracted text and image features of lecture material containing 91 pages. The instructor labeled 45 out
of 91 pages as recommended reading for preclass preparation. The remaining 46 pages were then considered
“not recommended” pages, indicating optional reading before class. In the preliminary evaluation, we trained
and compared eight well-known machine learning classification models from the Python (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
libraries that involve different algorithms for class probability prediction during the model training process. We
used all the extracted text features and image features for the model training, and we ranked the input e-book
pages by the predicted class probabilities accordingly. After the ranking process, we selected the top-ranked e5
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book pages to form the recommendation for learners’ preparation before class. All the prediction models were
trained with default parameters.
The models’ performance was evaluated using precision, recall, and area under the curve (AUC) of receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) metrics. The precision and recall metrics were calculated according to the
confusion matrix, and the AUC was calculated from the ROC curve. The AUC value ranges between 0 and 1,
and an AUC value near 0.5 indicates that the classification process is similar to a random guess. The values of
precision and recall are always the same in each model because the number of pages that the proposed system
predicted as the recommended pages are always equivalent to the number the instructor labeled as recommended
pages. Hence, the performance was validated using threefold cross-validation, meaning that our dataset was
randomly divided into three disjoint subsets of equal size in a stratified manner (maintaining the original class
distribution) and each model was executed three times. In each repetition, one of the three subsets was used as
the testing set, and the other two were combined to form the training set. The preliminary results are presented in
Table 2. The results revealed that the multilayer perceptron classification model (indicated in boldface in Table
2) was the optimal model with the greatest potential for use in the development of our proposed system. These
results provided the data necessary to implement our experiment, which applied the proposed system on a
graduate course that employed the flipped classroom model.
Model
DTNB
JRip
Random Forest
J48
BayesNet
Gaussian Naive Bayes
Logistic Regression
Multilayer Perceptron

Table 2. Preliminary evaluation results of model performance
Precision
Recall
0.422
0.422
0.489
0.489
0.556
0.556
0.533
0.533
0.422
0.422
0.467
0.467
0.622
0.622
0.667
0.667

AUC
0.429
0.494
0.560
0.538
0.429
0.472
0.626
0.670

3.5. Validation of the system’s performance in comparison with human decisions
After the preliminary evaluation for finding the ideal model, we asked instructors to compare the
recommendation provided by the system to the material they identified as essential reading before class. Tests
were conducted on the six different lecture materials that were provided to students for preclass preparation in
flipped classroom settings during the experiment. The results of the predictive performance of the system, as
measured by precision, recall, and AUC, are shown in Table 3. The volume of the lecture materials (in pages) is
also presented. The proposed system exhibited decent predictive performance, with scores higher than 60% for
precision, recall, and AUC for each week.
Table 3. Predictive performance of the proposed system in comparison with human decisions
Lecture Material
Precision
Recall
AUC
Volume (# of Page)
Lecture material 1
0.742
0.737
0.739
30
Lecture material 2
0.744
0.741
0.742
27
Lecture material 3
0.816
0.806
0.812
27
Lecture material 4
0.733
0.733
0.733
31
Lecture material 5
0.647
0.645
0.646
30
Lecture material 6
0.62
0.613
0.616
32

4. Experiment
4.1. Participants and study contexts
A quasi-experiment was conducted in a flipped classroom graduate course, namely creative learning, in a
university in northern Taiwan. A total of 30 graduate students from the department of computer science
participated in the experiment. Students enrolled in the course were required to use BookRoll to study the given
scientific articles during out-of-class learning time. During each class, students presented and discussed the
content of the scientific articles with their classmates in addition to receiving some instruction from their teacher.
Among the participants, 15 students were assigned as the experimental group and the remaining 15 students were
6
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assigned as the control group. Students in the experimental group were allowed to use BookRoll freely for their
in-class and out-of-class learning with additional requirements to the uses of summarized lecture material
recommendations in addition to the original lecture material for preclass preparation. By contrast, students in the
control group used BookRoll for their learning but without receiving any of the recommendations from our
proposed system throughout the experiment.
4.2. Measurements
A pretest and posttest were issued by the course instructor. The pretest aimed to evaluate the students’ prior
knowledge of the course. It consisted of 10 open-ended questions pertaining to data science and statistical
analysis (e.g., what is text mining, what is t-test, how do you define low-skill readers), with a perfect score of
100. The posttest aimed to assess the students’ learning outcomes in the course. It also consisted of 10 openended questions pertaining to data science and statistical analysis (e.g., what is the key feature of the text mining
method, what does the t-test show and how to interpret the results, what is the main reason why low-skill readers
use text-marking strategies), with a perfect score of 100. In addition, two experts from the department of
computer science at the participating university were invited to ensure that the pretest and posttest were
sufficient to evaluate the students’ prior knowledge and learning outcomes in the course. Pearson’s correlation
between the two tests was 0.026, indicating a low correlation between the two tests. Moreover, the Kuder–
Richardson Formula 20 of the posttest was 0.59, indicating acceptable internal consistency (Cortina, 1993).
The following three indicators were monitored throughout the experiment to measure students’ learning
behaviors (redesigned as “engagement” or “engagements” in the following sections) in preclass preparation
when learning in the flipped classroom. It is noted that considering the cases that participants just open the
lecture materials and quickly surf through the contents or do not pay attention to the contents, we pruned the
outlier BookRoll activities and sessions. In particular, activities that were taken with too much (more than 10
minutes) or too few (less than three seconds) time were eliminated from the analysis of learning behaviors in the
following sections. Moreover, the outlier sessions, in particular, overly long sessions (include more than 50
occurrences of activities) and overly short sessions (include less than three occurrences of activities) were
eliminated from the analysis as well:
•

•

•

Time (hour): Time spent in preclass preparation. The students’ preclass time spent on learning materials has
been indicated as a major factor that needs to be taken into account when utilizing flipped classroom models
(Persky & Hogg, 2017). With its potential in indicating the students’ learning engagements in flipped
classrooms, in this experiment, students’ preclass time spent on BookRoll is measured by summing up the
reading time spent on each reading activity during preclass preparation. As shown in Figure 3, the
timestamp of each reading activity can be recorded by the BookRoll system. For example, the subtracted
value of the two timestamps of reading activities A and B indicates the time spent on reading activity A, etc.
Activity: Number of BookRoll activities completed during preclass preparation. The students’ preclass
activities have been evident with the relevance to their learning outcomes in the course when learning in a
flipped classroom where students with more preclass activities in a flipped classroom obtained higher course
performance (Jovanović et al., 2017). With its potential in indicating the students’ learning engagements in
flipped classrooms, in this experiment, students’ preclass reading activity on BookRoll is measured by
summing up the occurrence of reading activities (as shown in Figure 3). For example, a total of four rows of
BookRoll activities shown in Figure 3 represents the total of four occurrences of preclass reading activity.
Among them, only three activities will be taken into account for the analysis of BookRoll learning behaviors
as the time taken for the third activity is more than 10 minutes.
Session: Number of reading sessions during preclass preparation. The students’ preclass learning sessions
have been reported to positively correlate with their learning outcomes in the course when learning in a
flipped classroom where students with more preclass learning sessions obtained higher course performance
(Jovanović et al., 2017). With its potential in indicating the students’ learning engagements in flipped
classrooms, in this experiment, students’ preclass reading session on BookRoll is measured by summing up
the occurrence of the reading activity OPEN as shown in Figure 3. For example, a total of one row of
BookRoll activity OPEN, shown in Figure 3, represents the total of one preclass reading session. In this
case, after pruning the outlier activities, the occurrence of activities in this session is three; therefore, this
reading session will be taken into account for the analysis of BookRoll learning behaviors. On the other
hand, if the occurrence of BookRoll activities in the session is more than 50 or less than three, this session
will not be taken into account for the analysis.

An example of the learning log collected in BookRoll is illustrated in Figure 3.
7
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Figure 3. Example of the BookRoll learning behavioral log collected in this study
4.3. Experimental procedures
Figure 4 illustrates the flow chart of the experiment. The duration of the experiment was eight weeks. The
instructor released the original version of the lecture material to the BookRoll system one week before the class
to enable students to prepare at their own pace and when and where they chose. In the first week of the
experiment, the course syllabus and usage of the BookRoll system were introduced to all the students who were
participating in the experiment. Moreover, the experimental (n = 15) and control groups (n = 15) completed the
pretest examination to evaluate their prior knowledge of the course. Between the second and the seventh week of
the experiment, the two groups prepared for class in different manners. Students in the experimental group were
allowed to use BookRoll freely for their preclass preparation. Moreover, they were explicitly required to use the
proposed system to view the summarized lecture material recommendations in addition to the original lecture
material for preclass preparation. By contrast, students in the control group prepared without receiving any of the
recommendations from our proposed system. Notably, both groups learned in a flipped classroom using
BookRoll; the only difference between the two groups was the use of the proposed system to support preclass
preparation. The length of the summarized lecture material that was provided to students in the experimental
group depended on the instructor (in case of this study, 50% of the lecture materials were identified as essential
reading before the class every week). Figure 5 illustrates the different BookRoll user interfaces for the control
and experimental groups. For the experimental group, recommendations for summarized lecture materials were
provided on the lower left side of the page (bookmarks), and students could browse the content by clicking the
bookmarks. In the last week of the experiment, a posttest was conducted to evaluate both groups’ learning
outcomes in the course.

Figure 4. Experimental procedures

8
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Figure 5. Different BookRoll user interfaces for (a) control group students that contained no recommendations
and (b) experimental group students that contained recommendations on the lower left side using BookRoll’s
bookmark feature

5. Results
5.1. Analysis of learning outcomes
To investigate the effects of the proposed system on the learning outcomes of the students, the IBM SPSS oneway analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was employed, with the students’ pretest scores serving as the covariate.
Levene’s test of determining homogeneity of variance was not violated (F = 0.68, p > .05), suggesting that a
common regression coefficient was appropriate for the implementation of the one-way ANCOVA. Moreover, the
Shapiro–Wilk test was employed to examine the normality of the data. The results (control group: 0.93 [p > .05];
experimental group 0.95 [p > .05]) indicated that both groups’ data were normally distributed in terms of posttest
scores.
Table 4 presents the one-way ANCOVA results of the two groups’ posttest scores. A significant difference was
observed between the two groups of students in terms of their posttest scores (F = 36.58, p < .001, η2 = 0.58),
with an adjusted mean and adjusted standard deviation of 85.83 and 2.69, respectively, for the experimental
group and 62.2 and 2.69, respectively, for the control group. The posttest scores of the experimental group were
significantly higher than those of the control group. The effect size (η2) was 0.58, indicating a medium to large
effect size (Cohen, 1988). Overall, the results demonstrated that the proposed system exerted positive impacts on
students’ learning outcomes in flipped classrooms.
Table 4. One-way ANCOVA results of the posttest scores of the two groups
Group
N
Mean
SD
Adjusted mean
Adjusted SD
F
Experimental group
15
86.07
10.26
85.83
2.69
36.58***
Control group
15
62.2
9.89
62.44
2.69
Note. ***p < .001.

η2
0.58

5.2. Analysis of engagement in preclass preparation
Next, the effects of the proposed system on the two groups’ engagement in preclass preparation were
investigated. The Mann–Whitney U test was employed because the values of the three indicators did not meet
the assumptions of data normality and homogeneity of variance, which are required for a parametric test.
Table 5 reveals the Mann–Whitney U test results of the three indicators of the students’ engagement in preclass
preparation. First, a significant difference was observed in terms of time spent on preclass reading by the
median, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of the experimental and control groups: 18.81 versus 4.12, 7.58
versus 2.5, and 30.65 versus 5.21, respectively (U = 25, p < .001). The preclass reading time of the experimental
group students was significantly higher than that of the control group students. This indicates that students who
used the proposed system had a greater engagement in terms of the time spent on preclass reading than did
students who learned without the proposed system.
9
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Table 5. Mann–Whitney U test results of the indicators of engagement in preclass preparation between two
groups
Indicator
Group
N
Median
25th / 75 percentiles
U
Time (hour)
Experimental group
15
18.81
7.58 / 30.65
25***
Control group
15
4.12
2.5 / 5.21
Activity
Experimental group
15
651
343 / 945
49**
Control group
15
209
157 / 325
Session
Experimental group
15
35
30 / 66
59*
Control group
15
23
17 / 31
Note. *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001.
A significant difference was observed in terms of the number of preclass learning activities engaged in by the
median, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of the experimental and control groups: 651 versus 209, 343 versus
157, and 945 versus 325, respectively (U = 49, p < .01). The number of preclass activities completed by students
in the experimental group was significantly higher than that of students in the control group. This indicates that
students who used the proposed system had greater engagement in terms of the number of preclass activities than
did students who learned without the proposed system.
Moreover, a significant difference was evident in the number of preclass learning sessions engaged in by the
median, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of the experimental and control groups: 35 versus 23, 30 versus 17,
and 66 versus 31, respectively (U = 59, p < .05). The number of preclass reading sessions of the experimental
group was significantly higher than that of the control group. This indicates that students who used the proposed
system had greater engagement in terms of the number of preclass reading sessions than did students who
learned without the proposed system.

6. Discussion
6.1. Educational impacts of the proposed system on students’ learning outcomes in flipped classrooms
The success of implementing flipped classroom approaches has been positively correlated with learners’ learning
achievements in the course based on the findings reported in Jovanović et al. (2017) and Lai and Hwang (2016).
The experimental results in this study have revealed that the students who used the proposed system obtained
significantly higher learning outcomes compared to the students who did not. These findings provide evidence
that students who learn with the proposed system can achieve better learning outcomes than students who learn
without it when learning with an e-book system in flipped classrooms. Specifically, it is implied that the
students’ learning outcomes in the course can be improved by helping them identify pages that contain essential
knowledge that must be thoroughly studied before the class when learning with an e-book system in flipped
classrooms. The results were consistent with previous findings reported in Shimada et al. (2017), where the
students who learned with the summarized lecture material recommendations before class obtained more
favorable learning outcomes than did students who did not have access to the recommendations. The results were
also consistent with the findings of Louhab et al. (2020), where students who received guidance for preclass
preparation through an RS exhibited higher knowledge levels than did students who did not use such a system.
From the perspective of educational RSs, the results were consistent with those of previous studies (Bauman &
Tuzhilin, 2018; Ghauth & Abdullah, 2010; Hsu, Hwang, & Chang, 2013), which have provided evidence that
students who use an educational RS to support their learning tend to exhibit stronger academic performance than
students who do not.
6.2. Educational impacts of the proposed system on students’ preclass engagements in flipped classrooms
The importance of measuring students’ behavior changes and engagements when evaluating the effects of newly
proposed systems or methods on students’ learning in flipped classroom settings has been emphasized based on
the findings reported in Kahu (2013), Jovanović et al. (2017), and Lai and Hwang (2016). The experimental
results in this study have revealed that the students who used the proposed system exhibited significantly greater
engagement in preclass preparation compared to the students who did not. These findings provide evidence that
students who learn with the proposed system exhibit greater engagement in preclass preparation than students
who learn without it when learning with an e-book system in flipped classrooms. This also implies that by
helping the students identify pages that contain essential knowledge that must be thoroughly studied before the
class, the students tend to exhibit greater engagements in preclass preparation when learning with an e-book
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system in flipped classrooms. Notably, the current results are inconsistent with those of Shimada et al. (2017),
where the students who learned with the summarized lecture material recommendations actually spent less time
preparing for the lecture before class than did students who did not have access to the system. One reason for the
disparity in the results could be the objective and design of the proposed system. In this study, the proposed
system aimed to provide suitable guidance by recommending summarized lecture material in addition to the
original lecture material to increase the students’ engagements in preclass preparation, whereas Shimada et al.
(2017) aimed to reduce the volume of the lecture material with the ultimate goal of minimizing the students’
browsing time during preclass preparation; consequently, students were only allowed to browse the summarized
lecture material. The divergent results of these two studies emphasize the importance of clarifying the objective
of such systems (increasing or decreasing students’ browsing time before class). The results obtained from the
comparison results between the experimental group and the control group in terms of preclass reading time,
number of learning activities, and number of learning sessions provide evidence that students who learned with
the proposed system exhibited greater engagement in preclass preparation than did students who learned without
it in a flipped classroom. The proposed system is expected to provide an extra option for instructors to
automatically generate summarized lecture materials as the learning guidance for the learners’ preclass
preparation in flipped classrooms without expending too much time and effort. This also exhibits potential in
enabling teachers to support students in increasing their behavioral engagements in preclass preparation in a
more efficient manner.
6.3. Limitations and suggestions for future studies
This study had some limitations. Although the students’ learning outcomes were normally distributed, only 30
students participated in the experiment. Therefore, future studies should employ a larger sample to obtain
stronger results with greater external validity. Moreover, we investigated the effects of the proposed system
using eight features from both text and image content in the e-book lecture material for the machine learning
model training task. However, we did not establish whether other types of educational data can be used for
similar recommendation tasks. Consequently, future studies could include other features from different
educational data sources. Furthermore, although the proposed system was evident with its effects on students’
learning outcomes in the course as well as their engagements in preclass preparation according to the
experimental results, it is difficult to assert that the proposed system will not limit the students’ strategies in
preclass preparation when learning with flipped classroom settings. Therefore, future studies are suggested to
investigate such an issue. Lastly, since we focused on the uses of the proposed system but did not include the
investigation of the influence of participants’ learning style or personality traits on their learning outcomes and
engagement in preclass preparation, the analysis results might contain some bias. Consequently, it would be
needed to extend our investigation with multi-modal approaches where participants’ learning style or personality
traits are combined with the analysis of data obtained from other sources such as self-reports or interviews with
instructors, to better interpret the findings of this study, particularly in terms of the participants’ engagements of
learning.

7. Conclusions
Online learning continues to grow, in part, because of the reduced cost, increased flexibility regarding class
schedule, and improved mobility when taking a class (Allen & Seaman, 2014). With a dramatically increasing
volume of digital lecture material, methods to support students when they study the materials are more crucial
than ever. These methods can streamline students’ preclass preparation and thereby maximize their engagement
in a flipped classroom. To support students in achieving better learning outcomes and exhibiting greater
engagement in preclass preparation in flipped classrooms, on the basis of our previous work, a summarized
lecture material recommendation system was proposed. The proposed system was integrated into an e-book
system and implemented in a flipped classroom model, constituting a different learning approach than that
employed in typical flipped classrooms.
In this study, a quasi-experiment was conducted in a graduate course in northern Taiwan that implemented the
flipped classroom model to evaluate the effects of the proposed system on students’ learning. The experimental
group learned with the proposed system, whereas the control group had no access to the additional features. The
findings of this study suggest that the proposed system can enhance the flipped classroom and mitigate, to some
extent, some concerns with the flipped classroom approach, such as difficulty providing appropriate guidance to
students for preclass preparation. The experimental students outperformed the control students in terms of their
learning outcomes in the course and engagement in preclass preparation including reading time, number of
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learning activities, and number of learning sessions at statistically significant levels. This implies that students
who learn with the proposed system can not only achieve better learning outcomes but also exhibit greater
engagement in preclass preparation than can students who learn without the proposed system in a flipped
classroom. Furthermore, the proposed system can be regarded as an effective option for instructors to
automatically generate summarized lecture materials in addition to the original lecture materials without
expending too much time and effort. This enables teachers to support students in enhanced flipped classrooms by
increasing the students’ engagements in preclass preparation and thereby improving their learning outcomes in
the adopted flipped classroom approach.
As a follow-up to the current study, we are now developing a knowledge-based RS that can be adapted and
personalized by considering the students’ learning behavior, assessment data, and the knowledge structure of the
lecture materials. We aim to develop and propose in the future a bigger framework for educational RSs for
students’ preclass preparation and postclass reflection by integrating the two RSs into the course.
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